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Situation Update Report 
 
In the everlasting glory of His name, I humbly submit this Situational Update Report, to 
you, for perusal at your leisure. First I would congratulate you Sir upon your promotion 
to the rank of Lord-Commissar. A more fitting exemplar of service to our divine lord and 
master, for which to lead the commissariat in this subsector, can not be found.  
 
As you, in your wisdom, is already aware of the mission to pacify Beluga 61 has met with 
some degree of difficulties. Our formerly esteemed commander, the Lord-General 
Mcdoofus, bears much of the blame for the situation in which his Imperial Majesties 
forces now find themselves. It was therefore my solemn duty to summarily execute the 
Lord-General for incompetence of command after the debacle that was the initial 
landing was concluded. His former XO, the now field commissioned Lord-General Darius, 
is now sanctified to command the Imperial Task Force to Beluga 61. As of yet, there has 
been no need to execute the field commissioned Lord-General, any changes to this 
situation will be reported without undue delay. 
 
The situation as of now is, as I report with a large degree of sorrow and shame, 
inconclusive. There have been no breakthroughs on the frontlines and the situation can 
now best be described as a stalemate. Even the deployment of the task forces last 
remaining Leviathan, the noble and grand Necis Omnium, did not bring about a decisive 
victory. Sad to say the deployment and actions of the Necis Omnium did little more than 
securing our ability for further operations on Beluga 61 and space for reorganizing the 
force. Unfortunately the Necis Omnium, with its long and outstanding history of service 
to the Emperor, having seen battle and decimated the foes of the Emperor on no less 
than 23 different worlds in the last century alone, sustained substantial damage and is in 
need of a complete overhaul by the tech Priest of Mars before it once again can be 
fielded to lay the fiery wrath of the emperor upon those who are deserving of such. 
 

The current situation: 
 
Civilian situation 
The civilian population, or what remains of it, has now sunk further into decrepitude. On 
a positive note the plagues and famine that ravaged the population has diminished 
some, although this is mostly due to the fact that the majority of those within the 
population so affected has now perished. Although the dead litter the streets as rotting 
bags of puss and pestilence, the brave soldiers of the imperial engineering regiment, 
attached to the Task Force, has mostly been able to plough them aside so as to allow our 
usage of relevant roads. 
 
What now remains of the population is increasingly swaying in support towards the 
Liberation Front. An affront to the Golden Throne that seems to continue unabated no 
matter how many heretics that are publicly tortured and/or executed by the remaining 
Adeptus Ministorum on Beluga 61. Although the Ministorum is to be commended for 
their diligence of service, in some districts one cannot swing a whip on the backs of the 
retreating serfs without hitting a strung up heretic swinging from a lamppost, one can 
not help but wonder if their actions, for some unfathomable heretical reason, perhaps is 
not swaying the hearts and minds of the remaining population. 
 



None the less, a serious discussion as to the future of Beluga 61 should commence 
without undue delay. Perhaps a way of continuing Beluga 61 contribution to Imperial 
society would be the establishment of the planet as a penal colony after a complete 
purge of the current population. But this I leave as a matter for the Administratum. 
 
Enemy situation: 
Liberation Front: 
The “organization” referring to itself as the Belugan Liberation Front has since my last 
report consolidated its organization around a single focal point. A leader has arisen that 
seems to have beaten down the other factions within the liberation front. This leader has 
been identified as a former adept of the Adeptus Mechanicus and has been broadcasting 
messages of change for which the populace to belive in, since his ascension. This former 
adept is supported by a powerful group of heretical techpriests and skiitari. There has 
even been reports of a household of Knights walking in support of this HERETICAL 
HERESY! That such noble machines created to bring the light of the Emperor into the 
darkness of space and burning all that resides therein into delectable crisps, is almost 
more than a loyal subject to the absolute will of his August Imperial self can handle. BUT 
WE SHALL PERSEVERE, BY OUR BOLTGUNS, CANNONS AND TANKS ALL WHO DOUBT 
THE EMPEROR SHALL KNOW OUR MERCY, OF WHICH WE HAVE NONE!!! 
 
Separatist movement: 
Following the actions against the Necis Omnium, in which the foul xeno scum backing 
the Separatist Movement for the first time broke through the cowardly screen of smoke 
and misdirection covering their operations, broke down as a coherent organization. The 
xenos lost what remained of the human allies on Beluga 61 and they now stand truly as 
what they are, alien invaders supporting a weak puppet regime. As the Hussaries 
supporting the separatist saw their alien overlords for what they were, just that alien 
overlords, they broke ranks and attempted to return to the loyalist side. They were of 
course executed to the last man for daring to raise arms against their Emperor. 
 
The separatist remains now as only a puppet council attempting to garner support, and 
speaking on behalf of the xenos. Attempts have been made to break though and arrest or 
destroy the separatist council in order to cease their constant stream of heretical 
propaganda, but a constant barrage of missilles fired by the xenos warmachines has 
thwarted our attempts. Continued action towards the council will be attempted by more 
covert means.  
 
Unknown Xenos: 
The unknown xenos which were reportededly roaming the desolate wilds of Beluga 61 
seems to have multiplied exponentially during our operations. They are now threatening 
even the most well guarded facilities and locations. Also the size of the individual 
creatures seems to have swelled as well as there has been reportings of creatures as 
large as an Imperial knight wandering the wilderness. Even though such reportings are 
obviously exaggerations or fabrications the number of such reports forces me to bring 
them to your attention. But this threat will be dealt with as soon as the our opposing 
factions are destroyed.  
 
Own situation 



What remains of the former PDF of Beluga 61 has now been enveloped into the Imperial 
Guard under the name The Last Regiment of Belugan Hussary. The current state of 
Beluga 61 precludes the raising of further troops from the population.  
 
Seeing that elements of the local Adeptus Mechanicus has broken their holy oaths, and 
sided with the Liberation Front, the forces of the Machine God has rallied to our support 
and have deployed the Baronial Court of House Tanar Kii. House Tanar Kii consisting of 
numerous Imperial Knights have already taken to the field and brought the anger and 
dissatisfaction of the Emperor upon His enemies in the forms of a cascade of fire and 
destruction rained upon all those foolhardy enough to stand in the way of such beautiful 
incarnations of death and destruction. Although some hiccups was experienced along 
the way as, during an encounter with the xeno warmachines, the cascade at one point 
seems to have vented from the side armour of one holy engine of destruction and taken 
its compatriot down in the conflagration. But even though one sometimes must break 
some eggs when preparing Imperial omelettes, the Task Force as one is eagerly 
anticipating the time when the House of Tanar Kii finally engages the their corrupted 
former brethren and once and for all brings them to task. 
 
The Task force will for the duration of this next reporting period be conducting 
increased ocvert operations against the leadership and supplies of both the Liberation 
Front and Separatist Movement in order to undermine their war sustaining effort and 
increasing the effectiveness of our own operations. Unfortunately it seems they have 
come to the same plan as cases of sabotage and assassination of higher officers have 
increased exponentially in the time since the battle of Necis Omnium. 
 
Thus concludes my report in the Holy name of the ever-luminescent Emperor. The 
future of Beluga 61 is as of now uncertain, but I am certain that with His guiding light 
and the righteous anger of His true believers we will be victorious.  
 
 
Ever loyal and truly Yours 
 
Commisar-Captain Rabidus Matias 
Staff Commisar to the Beluga 61 Task Force 
 
  
 
 


